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The applications of the scanning tunneling microscope (STM) in air are usually restricted to good conducting materials as clean metals, doped and passivated semiconductors, or to some molecular adsorbates deposited onto graphite. In order to study poor conducting materials as biological molecules, we have built a very low current STM. This instrument can routinely be operated at 0.1 pA while having a bandwidth of 7 kHz. The advantages of using very low currents are illustrated by imaging 5-nm-thick purple membranes. These membranes can only be imaged at currents smaller than 2 pA. © 1995 American Institute of Physics.

I. INTRODUCTION

The scanning tunneling microscope (STM) has become a powerful instrument for structural analysis of surfaces and atomic or nanometer-scale modification of metallic, semimetallic, and semiconducting materials. The physical parameter measured in scanning tunneling microscopy is an electron current flowing between a sharp metallic tip and the sample. In standard conditions the STM is operated at about 1 nA. This implies that the sample under study has to sustain current densities of about $10^6 \ A/cm^2$. Partially oxidized metallic and semiconducting surfaces and biological molecules deposited on conducting substrates are difficult to study with a STM operated at standard currents (about 1 nA) due to their poor electrical conductivity, or equivalently the high gap resistance of the tip–sample interface.

Although high resolution, topographic images of poorly conducting and insulating surfaces can be obtained by scanning force microscopy, scanning tunneling microscopy of these samples is still desirable because the STM can also be used to probe the electronic properties of these surfaces. One approach to imaging poorly conducting materials with the STM involves the operation of a combined force and tunneling microscope. Another strategy to overcome the problems associated with poorly conducting materials is to operate a STM at very low currents and relatively high voltages.

In this second approach, instrumental features limit the extent to which the current may be decreased in scanning tunneling microscopy. The minimum detectable current depends on the thermal noise across the resistors of the current-to-voltage ($I-V$) converter. For a constant temperature $T$, and resistance $R$, the root mean square noise in the feedback voltage signal $V$ increases with the square root of the bandwidth of the feedback $\Delta f$. Thus very small currents may be detected if the bandwidth is decreased.

$$V_{\text{rms}} = \sqrt{4kTR\Delta f}$$

where $k$ is Boltzmann’s constant. However, maintaining an adequately broad bandwidth in the feedback system is desirable in STM, because the bandwidth limits the speed of image acquisition. The scan speed multiplied by the highest spatial frequency in the area to be imaged yields the highest frequency input signal which must fall within the bandwidth of the feedback. The largest gain stage in the feedback loop is typically the high gain, $I-V$ converter, and therefore the current amplifier constraints the bandwidth of the feedback. If the bandwidth of the amplifier is too narrow (the response is too slow), the feedback system will not be sufficiently responsive and the tip will not faithfully track the surface. The simple relationship $v_i - \Delta f/X$ between the scan speed (tip velocity) $v_i$, the amplifier bandwidth $\Delta f$, and the highest spatial frequency component in the image $X$, defines an upper limit for the scan speed. A spatial frequency of 10 cycles/nm at 7 kHz bandwidth establishes a maximum scan speed of 700 nm/s. Rapid image acquisition is often very important in scanning tunneling microscopy, among other advantages, it minimizes the distortions introduced by low frequency mechanical instabilities and thermal drift.

A very low current STM (IT will be called picoampere STM hereafter) is described below. It operates at currents as low as 0.07 pA, yet it has a sufficiently broad bandwidth, to record a 512×512 point image in several minutes. The picoampere STM is controlled by the electronics and software of a commercially available scanning probe microscope. In performance tests, the instrument recorded atomic features on highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) and imaged biological molecules that cannot support high current densities. The utility of imaging with subpicoampere tunneling currents is highlighted in studies of purple membrane. This membrane, at relatively high voltages, can only be imaged at currents smaller than 2 pA.

II. INSTRUMENT

A standard STM has three major elements: the tip–sample stage, the electronic control unit that transmits analog voltage data from the current-to-voltage converter to the
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FIG. 1. A diagram of the wiring between the components of the low current STM illustrates the connections required to utilize the CV-4 1/100 patch clamp amplifier in the scanned sample configuration.

The low current STM requires two custom components: a probe housing which contains the tip holder and carries the low current amplifier electronics, and the scanner support base which houses electrical connections and the stepper motor for automated approach of the tip to the sample surface.

The amplifier is a key factor for achieving simultaneously very low currents and wide bandwidth feedback response. The picocampere STM was constructed utilizing the CV-4 1/100 amplifier (Axon Instruments, Foster City, CA). This is a selectable (low/high) gain amplifier developed for patch clamp experiments. The amplifier consists of a headstage with the electrical probe input and the I-V converter, and a “boost box” that houses circuitry to tune the frequency response of the amplifier and select the gain. On the high gain setting, currents less than 1 pA can be measured while maintaining a bandwidth of 7 kHz. The headstage electronics are housed in a small metal box. One end of the box has a 1.3-mm-diam metal, female plug in a teflon collar where the electrical probe is inserted. Bundled copper wires at the other end of the box connect the headstage to the boost box. A DB-9 pin coupling was spliced into this wiring, so that the headstage/probe housing could be easily removed for access to the sample stage of the scanner.

The tip holder consists of a flat metal strip and small tweezers that hold the tip. The flat side is attached to a teflon cylinder that has two small magnets. This cylinder is screwed to the top of the probe housing and forms a female coupling which mates with the teflon collar of the headstage. A small metal wire joins the support of the tip holder and the amplifier (Fig. 2).

The support base that cradles the piezoelectric scanner is a hollow aluminum cylinder capped by a thick aluminum plate on the upper end. Inside there is a stepper motor (PCX 243-03AA, Vexta, Oriental Motor Corporation, Japan) to automatically lower the tip to the sample surface. Electrical connections are also routed through the base. On top of the aluminum plate, a scanner support ring is mounted on four posts cut from plastic tubing.
The amplifier was calibrated for a dc input and separately tuned to optimize the frequency response. A variable voltage from a potentiometer connected to a 9 V battery was applied to a 2 GΩ resistor that was connected to the tip holder. The applied voltage and the amplifier output were displayed simultaneously on an oscilloscope and the dc gain was adjusted with a gain potentiometer in the boost box. To optimize the frequency response of the amplifier, a triangular voltage waveform was applied, through a capacitor present in the headstage circuitry, to the input of the amplifier. The calibration signal was input through a BNC installed on the boost box that was connected to this capacitor via terminal 5 of the boost box. Since the current across a capacitor is proportional to the derivative of the voltage across the capacitor, \( i = C(dV/dt) \), the current cycles between positive and negative values at the frequency of the triangular wave. The amplifier response was observed on an oscilloscope and tuned using a series of seven potentiometers in the boost box to achieve the squarest response possible. The dc gain measured 50 mV/pA with the high gain selected (\( R = 50 \text{ GΩ} \)). With this calibration in effect, images were recorded at currents as low as 0.07 pA. At room temperature and for a bandwidth of 7 kHz the thermal noise of the amplifier is calculated to be 0.05 pA (\( i = V_{\text{rms}}/R \)).

III. EXPERIMENT

The performance of the STM was tested by imaging a well-defined surface such as HOPG. This surface exhibits large, atomically flat terraces separated by monoatomic steps [Fig. 3(a)]. On the terraces, the hexagonal lattice of carbon atoms can be seen [Fig. 3(b)].

A technologically as well as biologically interesting object was imaged to illustrate one of the potential applications of a very low current STM. Purple membrane (PM) is a natural membrane crystal made of a single protein species, bacteriorhodopsin.\(^\text{13}\) Previously Guckenberger et al. have shown that low currents are required to image purple membranes.\(^\text{14}\) The proteins are packed into a hexagonally symmetric lattice with a constant of 6.3 nm.\(^\text{15}\) The membranes typically appear in oval sheets of about 1 μm in diameter and 4.8 nm in thickness. Purple membranes have been proposed as components in prototypes of some optical devices.\(^\text{16}\)

A 10 μl drop of an aqueous suspension containing 0.1 mg/ml of PM was sprayed onto a piece of freshly cleaved graphite (HOPG). Without any further preparation the sample was placed in the STM chamber for imaging.

The experiment consists of imaging the membrane at several currents and comparing the differences. Figure 4(a)
shows a PM sheet imaged at a tunneling current of 0.2 pA and a bias voltage of −7.6 V. Although at the scale of the image no details of the protein packing are revealed, the membrane sheet is clearly resolved against the substrate. Subsequently, a horizontal band of the central membrane was scanned at 20 pA. Then the whole membrane was imaged again at 0.2 pA [Fig. 4(b)]. This second, low current image reveals a substrate level band which bisects the membrane that corresponds to the region scanned at 20 pA. Apparently the overlying proteins were removed by the tip. Similar results have been obtained scanning other regions of the membrane at 3 pA. Furthermore, these observations have been reproduced with all the membrane sheets under study. These results suggest that for a fixed voltage the membrane behaves as an effective resistor \( R_{\text{eff}} \). When the current is set to a value that implies an interface resistance smaller than \( R_{\text{eff}} \), the STM extends the tip toward the membrane. The approach of the tip toward the surface produces mechanical contact. Such contact displaces the adsorbed protein layer as the tip scans laterally.

Poor conductivity through the purple membrane might be attributed to low electron mobility or to the small number of available states for transport, or both. The precise physical process responsible for this behavior is not completely established yet. 10

These experiments show that noncontact imaging of purple membrane at relatively high voltages can only be achieved below 2 pA of tunneling current. Such small currents imply that STM images can be formed by averaging about 1000 electrons for each data point, which is three orders of magnitude less than for standard STM currents. The picoampere STM described above has sufficiently broad bandwidth to record such images within several minutes. This capability enabled routine imaging of a biological specimen. This work and other recent work (Guckenberger et al. 11) suggest that high voltage and low current constitute the basis for a scanning tunneling microscopy mode that is generally applicable for investigating structural biology.
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